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Seven Sabbath Weeks
in
The Love Star Retreat II
New Year’s Conclave
December 27-31, 2018
The Progression of the Seven Sabbath Weeks

Discourse — December 27, 2018
During this Conclave on the mysteries of the Seven
Sacred Weeks, you are held, as a Grace, in Divine Peace. You are
invited to receive the whirlwind action of the Light of God, poured
forth out of the Hearts of the Holy Kumaras, the Nameless One,
and the constellation of Cosmic Beings and Ascended Masters. We
begin our seven-week cycle with the return of gratitude toward
God for all that we have received. Then as we continue on, we
enter into the Great Silence, emerging free of outer burdens. In the
Bethlehem DayStar we revere the Christ Light in the four lower
bodies and celebrate coming into Divine Incarnation. As the weeks
progress, you are lifted more and more into the glorious Light of
the Secret Love Star and your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence
so that upon the culmination of the cycle, you are ready to move
back into your outer life, refreshed, rejuvenated, and ready for the
Victories ahead.

To Truly Know Love You Must Become God Love

Lady Master Venus — December 27, 2018
The opportunity you are to experience throughout this
cycle is the streaming forth of all that is God Good from the Secret
Love Star, the foundation of which can only be embraced if you are
in Love, know Love, and have become Love. Lady Master Venus
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addresses you on the attributes of God Love so that with each
introduction to the Secret Love Star you will be ready to understand
that you are to be an open chalice to God Love. There are many
loves in your life that can awaken the Flame of Love upon your
Heart to allow that Love to expand into all the areas of your life.
For this to happen there must be a vulnerability to God Love, a
surrendering of all you are into the keeping of God. Lady Master
Venus proclaims this Conclave in the Secret Love Star open for the
streaming forth of New Dispensation in the Light of God! She will
be ever close with her Beloved, sending forth their Cosmic Light so
that you will have a greater opportunity of moving within all of the
Radiance of the Secret Love Star — bathing your consciousness
and accelerating your own Momentums in the Light.

The Secrets of Sustaining the Spiritual Path

Discourse — December 28, 2018
How is it that many of those who start out with great zeal
for the Path eventually fall back into the old ways of the outer
world? Because there has not been the forging of that conscious
contact and communion with their Individual I AM Presence strong
enough to endure whatever may be the travails of the Steep Path to
Christhood. If realizing your Presence is not the goal of your Path,
you will eventually fall away. Your Presence must become the
Pearl of Great Price of your life. This is why our Activity focuses
on the Presence first, and why we have christened our Activity
“The Temple of The Presence.” Allow your Presence to imbue
your four lower bodies with its Consciousness. There is to be just
one True Self — the God Self of your I AM Presence. Identify not
with your physical body, with your mind, and with what your mind
and intellect revolve. Identify not with the pressure of the records
of your previous incarnations. But identify with your Heart and
give all to your Presence, offering up the chalice of your four lower
bodies to your Presence and receiving back the Consciousness of
your Presence into your life. That is the Path.
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The Great Silence Is Your Home and Refuge

Lord Himalaya — December 28, 2018
Lord Himalaya instructs you on the Great Silence and on
the Love of God. For you to be able to embrace the Truth of your
Identity, there must be a setting aside of time and space, so that you
are in the Great Silence, bathed in the Light of God. When the outer
world becomes too much, you can enter into the Great Silence.
This is your home and your Great Refuge. The moment you
embrace the Mind of God, your whole life changes. The quicker
you train your outer vehicles to be responsive to the Command of
the Flame of God upon your Heart, the quicker you will have this
exuding Presence of God all about you. This is the Light of the
Christ. Loving God in life, expanding God in life, commanding
God in life, and becoming God where you are is the great desire
of your Presence. As you generate more Love, the Great Silence
becomes a permanent state of conscious awareness in your life.
Allow the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart to carry you into that
height of Consciousness that allows for the flow to be primed from
the very Heart of God and reinforce the atmosphere about you.

Step Forth as your Christ Presence

Discourse — December 28, 2018
There is no Quality, Virtue or Attribute that did not
come forth from the unconditional giving of The One. The worldchanging truth is this: the Great God Flame and Mighty I AM
Presence came forth as Individualizations of the Godhead. In selfcontemplation, the Great I AM focuses itself to a concentrated
point of Individuality — and that Individuality knows itself to be
one with The One and The Good. This action and consciousness is
“I AM.” Thus, when you affirm: I AM Light, Happiness, Beauty, or
whatever Quality you are calling forth, you are affirming and outpicturing that which you already are in your Presence. Your Presence
intends to impart its I AM Consciousness through the Crystal Cord
into the Heart Flame, infusing it into the four lower bodies, from
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the memory body right through to the nerves of the physical body.
The overshadowing by the Holy Christ Presence comes first. It has
the full Consciousness of the Mighty I AM Presence. As you wear
this White Light Garment, the Consciousness of your Presence will
begin to shine through, illumining all the vehicles. The more you
can open the doorway of consciousness, the more your Mighty
I AM Presence will sustain this flow.

The Glory of God Is Upon You!

Omega — December 28, 2018
Beloved Omega comes with the full weight and measure
of the Cosmic Mother Light for the Protection of the Heart Flames
of the many. It is for those who know of their Mighty I AM Presence
that the Cosmic Beings and Ascended Masters bring many of the
Dispensations so that the Torch Bearers and Lightbearers can
live in the Consciousness of the Christ Light. As you keep to the
disciplines that allow for the Christ Light to be released, you will
have the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence pouring forth the
Divine Outpouring from the Great Central Sun. The White Fire
of the Mother Light tempers your vehicles and allows for the
kundalini to become a Rod of Power which never lets you down
and galvanizes your being in your Mighty I AM Presence. You
have been given, by the great Mercy of God, the opportunity daily
to transmute your karma with the Violet Flame. This Flame has the
unconditional Love and Power of God within it and transmutes on
the instant. Be blessed in the Radiance of the Secret Love Star and
let the Glory of God lift others out of their denial and awaken them
so the Hand of God may be present in the land.

The Path to Happiness

Discourse — December 29, 2018
The dazzling Light brimming over from your Mighty
I AM Presence must be safeguarded into and through your four
lower bodies — so that flowing through your bodies is the unbroken
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God Consciousness of your Presence. It flows through the Causal
Body and the Christ Presence, issuing through the Heart Flame,
and then out into the etheric double and the flesh itself. Happiness
begins at the fountainhead of your Presence’s Heart. You will be
able to turn on this faucet of Happiness and let it flow through you
as you understand it is welling up and overflowing from the Heart
of your Presence. The Angels will, in answer to your Call, step
into your feeling world and augment whatever your desire is to
express the happy thoughts and feelings streaming forth from your
Presence. And as the Violet Flame performs its perfect work, you
will feel the stream of God Happiness beginning to re-radiate out
from your Heart. When you arrive at this state, your Victories will
come more quickly, as there is the transference of God Power.

Be an Active Alchemist

Saint Germain — December 29, 2018
Saint Germain asks, “Are you ready to become an
alchemist…?” There is far more to being the alchemist of the
Divine Light of God than merely making a call and waiting upon
the Lord. God is not going to produce magnificent alchemies
through you if there is not an exertion of your vehicles to call forth
that alchemy. That is where the mastery is developed! This is an
active Path, not a passive one. It is worthwhile to study and to be at
your Altar, but not to the exclusion of the interaction with other life
streams, other momentums of life, and discovery of the Nature of
God right around you! It is not enough to sit in contemplation of
your I AM Presence day-in and day-out without actively engaging
in the Light! Saint Germain also reveals what will carry you into
the awakened Reality of the Presence of God, the Divine Goals
that should always be held, how to manifest the Momentum of
the Secret Love Star, the Great Magnet that automatically draws
you into your Ascension, and what spurred him on when he was in
embodiment.
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The Bethlehem Star, the Holy Family, and the Emerald Ray

Mother Mary — December 29, 2019
Mother Mary asks, “Have you prepared your manger for
the coming of the Light of your own Bethlehem Star?” Consider
that it is the Star of your Presence, shining forth to release the Divine
Direction of your incarnation and all that is to be accomplished to
gain Christ Mastery and Attainment. Let the Peace and the Blessing
of the Bethlehem Star be your constant reminder of who you are.
That is the gift of the coming of Jesus and the Holy Family and
why you honor this cycle every year. Stating that you are expected
to wear the Mantle of your Christhood as Jesus did, Mother Mary
instructs that you not limit yourself to studying just one or two
God Qualities — you must have the full Panoply of the Christos
to become the Christ. There must be Mastery on the Emerald Ray.
The Crystalline Fire of the Christ Consciousness is a distillation
of the Emerald Ray. Much of the alchemy of using the Emerald
Ray will come to you naturally as you elevate your consciousness.
Learning how to honor and adore the Holy Family allows you to
refine the Emerald Ray in your associations. Allow your daily
responsibilities to be accomplished through you by the Light.

Keep the Dream Alive!

Discourse — December 30, 2018
When The Temple of The Presence began, we penned a
letter titled “Keep the Dream Alive,” speaking of the Dream of the
previous Ascended Master Activities. Today, we sound the Call of
the Brotherhood of Light in the name of the Holy Kumaras that you
find the burning passion in your Heart to keep alive the Vision of the
Ascended Masters for the Dawning Golden Age. We want to do all
we can do to keep that Dream expanding so that those who receive
the Torch in future generations will have fidelity to that Flame.
This involves the personal surrender of your will to the greater
Design and Vision of your Presence and, in tandem, the Wisdom
and Divine Direction of the Brotherhood of Light. As you realize
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this Opportunity, a burning passion and zeal will arise within you.
All Ascended Master Golden Age civilizations start out with great
promise and work well during the times of their ascendancies. But
their unascended members eventually rebel against the Law of
their own I AM Presences. However, we can choose to break this
pattern and keep the Dream alive of what the Ascended Masters
wish to bring to the fore. Keep those High Ideals alive!

Stand with the Holy Kumaras and Proclaim Your Destiny!

Sanatka Kumara — December 30, 2018
The very Patterns of your Identity are reinforced in the
Consciousness that Sanatka holds in the Will of God. This allows
for the ongoing Dispensations from the Lords of Karma. Without the
Holy Kumaras’ assistance, there would be no Brotherhood of Light
or Dispensations or God Momentum in the Earth. Sanatka instructs
that to stand in the Will of God is the greatest of Momentums that
you could experience. Every time you make a decision in your life,
you are determining whether you will be in the Will of God or outside
the Will of God. There is no in-between. Your consciousness, seated
within the Perfection of God Will, allows you to absorb into your body
temple all of the Patterns within the Mind of God, the Heart of God,
the Will of God. Do not let one day pass you by, one hour that you are
not reflecting upon your I AM Presence and the opportunity that is
extended to you! Make no discernment of mind, conscious action, or
release of energy from your emotional body without the tethering to
the Will of God so there will be no misuse of the Power entrusted to
you!

The Consciousness of the I AM Presence
as the Unconquerable Light

Discourse — December 31, 2018
In the Mighty I AM Presence, Consciousness and Light
are inseparable. The Consciousness of the Great I AM, the Great
God Flames, and the first level of Individualizations are all One.
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The Unconquered Limitless Light of Lux Invictus occurs when this
Light builds up such a pressure that it overflows in an Outpouring
of Undiminished Giving, pouring into the Great Central Sun. The
One Light of the Presence shines from above and illumines all that
the Great Central Sun is. Creation comes forth as the coming-to-be
within the Great Central Sun. This Consciousness of the Godhead
and, hence, the essence of Light is positively Limitless. When
the Light Rays go forth from the Presence, they have the original
Consciousness of the Unconquered Light and they perform their
Perfect Work in answer to your calls. You can have all the Light
you need for constructive purposes. Cultivate the Consciousness
of Lux Invictus, the Unconquered and Unconquerable Light that
never fails.

Draw Forth the Light to Become that Light

Goddess of Light — December 31, 2018
The Goddess of Light gives you the Sword Excalibur
so you can be seated in the Consciousness of the Will of God
and the Emerald Ray to bring forth the Divine Outpouring of
Light. No Ray operates singularly without the other Rays of God
Consciousness. This is why you are given training in all of the
facets and Qualities of God. Rather than fighting darkness, draw
upon the Light, become the Light, and then banish that darkness by
the very Light that you bring forth. You have the ability to move
within the Realm of God while tethered to the physical, mental,
emotional and memory bodies, for the Light of God connects
you with the Fullness of the Allness of God. For those who have
chosen to gain their Mastery and Attainment for their Ascension,
Dispensations abound. You will hold the Light not just for your
own Mighty I AM Presence, but for the Earth. In faceting your
Temple of the Presence begin with the White Light of Purity. As
you do so, all of the other Rays of Light and Momentums of God
begin to fashion and form all that you require. This is Cosmic Law.
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Hold the Vision of Illumination’s Flame
and the Secret Love Star

Lord Gautama — December 31, 2018
In the Buddhic Consciousness, the blazing Light of
Illumination’s Flame marks the standard the Christ will hold.
For there is no question when you are wrapped in the garment of
Illumination’s Flame. This is something to treasure and hold dear
every moment of your life, for you have received the greatest of all
gifts — the ability to put into action the Flames of God. You can
receive the streaming Consciousness of your own God Presence
and begin to build upon each increment, never losing one erg of
energy, one facet of detail, but keeping your consciousness fully
apprised all along the way as you add to your attainment. Entering
into the Flame of Illumination gives you the opportunity to enter
into the Buddhic Web of Consciousness. The Thoughtform of
the Year, the intertwining of your Flame of Illumination with the
Secret Love Star, is a visualization and actualization you should
bring into form by the manifestation of the Light of God. It is the
gift of vision that allows for the Sons and Daughters of God to
flourish in the Golden Age.
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LOVE COMMANDED
AND COMMANDING
Generating Love with the Archangels
Acropolis Sophia
January 1 - 7, 2019

Our Four Lower Bodies are the Holy Grail of our Presence

Discourse — January 1, 2019
In preparation for the upper room Teachings and release
of the Power of God Love from your own Presence this week, there
are some guidelines given. As our Beloved Jesus withstood the
temptation to use the Power of his Presence for the purposes of the
outer self, so too you are to understand the correct moral attitude to
adopt in receiving the Light daily through your Crystal Cord. These
guidelines are even more important during this Acropolis because
of the extra Power you will receive with the work of generating
God Love in this class. The Life of God is a Grace not a right. It is
priceless, Holy and Sacred, to be received with a humble, reverent
gratitude. This is the meaning of the parable of the talents as well
as the story of the ten lepers whom Jesus healed. All belongs to the
Presence; this is the Law of Life. Wait upon your Presence to know
how to use the Life it has given you. Stay present in the Heart,
esteeming all you are given as Pure and Holy.
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Draw Upon the Power of the Violet Flame

Archeia Amethyst — January 1, 2019
Holy Amethyst comes in the pristine Charge and Joy of
the Violet Flame of God Love, dispensing millions of Violet Flame
Angels into all areas of the Earth, as well as into the atmosphere
under the Etheric City. She would have you appreciate the Violet
Flame Angels and the Joy of Life they bring so you can have a
closer communion with them. There are many more Angels in
attendance to your life than you realize. She urges you to learn
how to master the use of the Violet Flame, not just in transmuting
karma, but in calling to her, to her Angels, and to all the Ascended
Masters and Cosmic Beings who serve on that Ray, making the
call for yourself and for others so the Mind of God can be drawn
to the fore, assisting those who do not know how to call. You have
the opportunity every day to command the Violet Flame, which
is not only joyful and comforting, announcing that all is well, but
also powerful and commanding with the Power of God. It is able
to liberate your consciousness so your Heart Flame can be free to
soar.

Understanding the Consciousness of the
Principle of Undiminished Giving

Discourse — January 2, 2019
You will not truly understand what it means to generate
Love if you do not understand the principle of Undiminished
Giving. This is more than just the sense of Divine Abundance, it
is use of the Limitless Power of the I AM Presence. Undiminished
Giving gives, but is not permitted to be wasted. There must be
productivity and fruitfulness as in the Fifth Secret Ray. It is given
because there is a need, a Necessity. In that Consciousness of the
I AM Presence there is an utter lack of neediness, but it is so full
it must give. The nature of the Great I AM and of the Presence is
a Limitless Power, an outflow just limitless in its capacity to give
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forth Good to every part of life. The One and The Good give this
Limitless Undiminished Giving of themselves. That givingness of
Self we call the activity of Love.

The Importance of the Christ Virtue of Constancy

Archangel Shaddiel — January 2, 2019
Archangel Shaddiel offers you the opportunity to adopt
a new perspective of life for yourself, drawing upon the help and
assistance of the Archangels and Archeiai for the anchoring of your
Victory! As the Archangel of the Fifth Secret Ray of Constancy,
he schools you on this Christ Virtue, as well as on other important
areas that you must grasp. Archangel Shaddiel teaches what is
needed to truly take dominion over the Realms, to have your mind
receive Divine Direction and galvanize the Divine Mind of God
and to have the wherewithal to accomplish the necessities of life.
We accomplish Good by the Divine Stream of the Consciousness
of God, which nourishes High Ideals and allows us to be in the
flow of the Will of God to prime the pump for the Sustenance of
God. Have the Divine Outpouring of your Destiny take hold of
your life, have the Authority to draw upon all of the Elemental
Forces of Nature to fulfill your Fiery Destiny and magnify all that
you require and desire, and to actualize all that your Presence has
dreamed of for you!

It is Your Responsibility to Become What
You Have Been Taught

Lord Maha Chohan — January 2, 2019
You are ready to be accelerated to the next level, to
receive the new Dispensation of receiving the Fullness of the
Mind of God, and you are responsible for nurturing that which
you receive. The Lord Maha Chohan entrusts you with powerful,
fully detailed instruction concerning your interaction with your
own Heart Flame to facilitate your acceleration. Your Heart Flame
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is the seat of Authority established in your outer vehicles by
your Presence. It enables you to train and hone your vehicles, to
accomplish the disciplines necessary to maintain the vibration of
your Christhood in those vehicles. Allow your Heart Flame to take
command. Allow it to meet the Teachings, to meet the Ascended
Masters’ Consciousness and have the full Charge of your Mighty
I AM Presence established for you. Only your Heart Flame can
really be responsible for stilling the voices of unreality of the outer
mind to allow the momentums of the Mind of God to come forth.
Put anything that is stifling your Heart Flame into the Violet Flame.
Go through the eye of the needle and see what God has in store for
you! You will not be disappointed.

The Nature and Action of the Threefold Flame of the Heart

Discourse — January 3, 2019.
The Mighty I AM Presence within the Electronic Body, as
well as the Ascended Masters, cannot intrude upon the outer self
without an invitation. The invitation includes your co-measurement,
your understanding of the Heart Flame in the Electronic Body and
in the Great God Flame. You are opening your consciousness,
your Heart’s devotion, your identification with your Mighty I AM,
so you can open yourself up to the Heart of your Mighty I AM
Presence. In the Pattern of the Electronic Body there is the unique
Identity of each Mighty I AM Presence shining through. With your
free will, you are inviting that action at the level of the Electronic
Body to move through your four lower bodies. Then there will be
the outpouring or generation of Love, Wisdom and Power. The
Divine Incarnation plays out in all the realms. This Heart Flame
will burn on forever. It is its own Source. It only needs to be what
it is and the Power of that Divine Heart necessarily pours forth.
Your job is to aim it, infuse it with God Consciousness, and let it
go forth.
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Embark Upon the Truth of Your Identity in God

Great Divine Director — January 3, 2019
The Spark of Light in the Threefold Flame upon the Altar
of your Heart understands its Identity as consciousness, as reality
moving into all of the aspects of life and bringing the very Presence
of God. The areas of life you put your attention upon begin to paint
a picture of what you have elected to bring into fulfillment. From
the inception of the God Flame coming forth and proclaiming
I AM, the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart has been directed
by the Consciousness of God. Your Mighty I AM Presence knows
who it is amidst the drama of life. With the coming of The Temple
of The Presence, many Dispensations were granted to bring these
Teachings to the public. It is hoped that the Christ Consciousness
in many will flourish throughout the Earth. You have to know what
is expected of you in this incarnation so you can open the heart
and generate Love to permeate the land. Akasha is such a great
reservoir for you to draw upon within that Perfection that you have
established. When the Manus come forth to assist you, you must be
aware that it is a new Dispensation for your lifestream.

Meditation on Love

Lady Master Nada — January 3, 2019
Lady Master Nada holds you in her Heart and guides you
in an exercise of opening the Heart and entering Holy Communion
in God Love. This can be the beginning of truly feeling the flow
of Love, perhaps for the first time. It is not in great striving or
force that the greatest Power of God comes forth but in letting
go, allowing your consciousness to be seated in a state of Poise,
Reverence, Peace, and in Harmony with the Fullness of the
Consciousness of your Heart Flame. When you enter into this
exercise of opening your own Heart, you realize what a gift it is
that your Presence has made available to your own Heart Flame
the opportunity to expand and expand, to bathe life in the Love
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of your Presence. It is only when the Sons and Daughters of God
learn how to draw upon the Love of the Presence that they truly are
able to Love unconditionally and to adore God in Life beyond all
measure. Let your Love never flag, never be wanting, but giving,
caressing life, expanding and generating the Activity of God in the
foundation of Love, to the Glory of God!

You Have Been on a Journey Accompanied by Angels

Archangel Chamuel and Archeia Charity — January 4, 2019
Chamuel and Charity stand forth in their full Momentum
of God Love and galvanize the Angels into God Direction for the
need of the hour. All of the Momentums which you are to receive
are carried to you by the most intense God Love. The Angels, at the
direction of the Archangels, are assisting the Sons and Daughters
of God, who will all find the Teachings of the I AM Faith as you
have done. Whether it be the Ruby Fire to cover the Earth or the
Comfort Flame of Love or any other God Quality, the unspeakable
Power of God can move mountains. It is within your power and
ability, having the understanding of the Flame on the Altar of
your Heart, to issue the Christ Command to do all that is done by
the Angels. Your Heart Flame teaches you how to bring the Pure
Light of your Mighty I AM Presence into your outer vehicles,
which are not intended to be separate. You are one vehicle in the
Consciousness of God.

Stand in the Ruby Fire and Be a Warrior for God

Archangel Agapiel — January 5, 2019
Archangel Agapiel brings you essential guidance on the
action and use of the Ruby Ray. This Fire has Consciousness in
it and knows itself to be the Fullness of God’s Heart. It knows
how it is intended to operate. This intense Love of God desires
for the Purity of God to be restored as the Divine Outpouring of
Divine Love, taking on the Qualities of the natural estate of your
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Mighty I AM Presence and for you to master your life with the
Commanding Presence of God Love. Begin with the Responsibility
for bringing forth such Power, and take Authority for all you issue
forth. The Ruby Fire Angels can come close to you, touching your
Heart Flame, sealing you in an ovoid, an atmosphere that cannot
be encroached upon by any outer force. Let your calls ring out!
Let your Heart sing in the Joy, in the Love, and in the Power of
God as you stand in the Fullness of the Ruby Fire, accelerating
your momentum until you are no longer a shrinking violet! Let
the Command of God’s Light and Momentum be anchored in the
Earth!

Your Acceleration and Advancement on the Path

El Morya — January 5, 2019
It is the Mercy of your God Presence to accelerate in
cycles the Momentum of Light you will receive. This Charge of
Light requires you to be in alignment with the Flame on the Altar
of the Heart, for you are connected to the Mighty I AM Presence
by that Flame. Therefore, when your chalice is finely tuned, the
Presence can transfer into your mind and spiritual centers all you
require. The Flame on the Altar of the Heart is the prime mover
and Commanding Presence. The preparation of stepping up your
vibration regularly is most important. You must be the Truth of
your Identity. Be the Mighty I AM Presence in Action. When your
Heart is in that commanding action, you are taking command over
time and space and returning in the figure-eight flow to the Heart
of God. This is why you came into incarnation. In those moments
when you receive a new Momentum of conscious awareness, let
the Fullness of the Light saturate through you and carry you into a
greater Victory than you thought possible.
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El Morya Q&A

El Morya — January 5, 2019
El Morya answers students’ questions on communing
with their Presence, becoming closer to the Presence, how El
Morya became Victorious, how to use the Will of God practically
in everyday life, how to navigate a relationship with a relative,
and how to remedy a low vibration. He closes by saying that it
is necessary to have cycles of unfolding Momentums of God
Consciousness, regularly setting in motion great Currents of
Momentum of God Identity so that not only the Earth, but the Sons
and Daughters of God upon the Earth, may continue to accelerate
to their Victory. The Glory of God is all around you! If your thirdeye vision were open, you could see the magnificent display of
Light, of Angels, of Ascended Masters that attend to the Conclaves
and Acropolis Sophias, to all of the Services that are presented at
this Altar, the opening up of the Etheric City to ray forth into your
consciousness the Light and Momentum of the Temples that are
there. Trust in your Mighty I AM Presence! Trust in the Light of
God! Trust in the Will of God! And let the Glory of God carry you
into the fulfillment of your Victory!

The Freedom of the Great Sabbath Jubilee

Discourse — January 6, 2019
The Sabbath Jubilee was ordained long ago by the
Nameless One. As explained by Moses, there would be several
cycles of sevens, beginning with each seventh day being designated
the Sabbath Day. In addition, every seventh year was set aside as
a year in which the land would lie fallow, and after seven times
seven years, there was the Great Sabbath year, a year of rest. This
was the Divinely Ordained plan working through the Nameless
One and Lord Ling. The Ascended Masters are proclaiming the
Truths of Cosmic Law, which is an Akashic Current that is forever
sounding forth the keynote of God Freedom. We are celebrating
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the Service of the members of the Secret Love Star regardless of
the discords of mankind because the Mighty I AM Presence and
the Heart Flame are worthy to be loved. We look to the Daystar
of Destiny as the promise of the Victory of the Ascension. We
look with anticipation to our Victory in the Light and find it within
ourselves to be magnanimous to every part of life.

Remember the Earth is the Lord’s and Victory Is Assured

Sanat Kumara — January 6, 2019
The Radiance of all the Holy Kumaras is pouring forth
to the Earth a Momentum of the Secret Love Star that will hold
the Earth fixed in a stream of consciousness that will allow for the
acceleration of more lifestreams who desire to know God and to
expand their opportunity to live a life that gives them the Freedom
to be the Presence of God. For there to be an overcoming of
darkness, there must be the initiates on the Path who will proclaim
their Victory and the Victory of all the Flames of God. For you to
truly ring the Liberty Bell of your own consciousness and have the
Intonation of Akasha available to you, there must be a clarity of
mind, Peace, Harmony and unconditional Love. These are glorious
times when many Victories are being won. Many are absorbing
the Light. But that could not be established without the Ascended
Masters. You must welcome the Light into your midst and hold it
dear for it to have benefit in your life.

The Ensouling of the Four Lower Bodies by the Heart Flame
Discourse — January 7, 2019
It is the plan of the Heart Flame to expand from withinout into all the planes of the lower vehicles, filling them with the
Light of God. The Needle Rays of Light and Life will pierce every
atom, cell, and electron of the physical body. This unfoldment of
the Godhead which is already within us is achievable and the goal is
a complete state of God Consciousness. The Path to the Ascension
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is the facilitation of mastery over all of the elements. All of the
Qualities and Attributes of the Godhead — the Five Secret Ray
Virtues, the Seven Ray Qualities — unfold in the externalization
of that which the God Presence is within itself. In the Resurrection
and Ascension, the Crystal Cord is accelerated more intensely
to draw all that has been externalized up into the Mighty I AM
Presence. God Love and God Control always come forth through
the Heart. The Threefold Flame must transmit Power for action
to take place in the physical world. Through the Heart Flame, the
Consciousness of the Godhead is transferred through the vehicles
of emotion, mind, memory and physical.

You Have Learned How to Enter into the
Stream of God Consciousness

Maha Archangel Purusha — January 7, 2019
A multiplication takes place in the Presence of the
Angels, and as you become more acquainted with this Charge of
Light, you have a greater understanding of the operation of the
Light through your own vehicles of consciousness. All of the
testing you experience in a given incarnation reports back to your
Mighty I AM Presence the capacity of Light you are capable of
holding. This telegraphs to your Presence and the Holy Angels
what you are ready for and how they can assist you. The very life
entrusted to the Threefold Flame of the Heart requires the Presence
of God. Your outer vehicles would simply wither away and be no
more, as would the Earth, if there was not the charge of God’s
Consciousness upon the Elemental Forces of Nature. Your Flame
has expanded sufficiently to know that the very Presence of God,
wisely and correctly used, can bring forth the Christ Light in all
of your vehicles. Visualize the Dispensation from the Secret Love
Star as the trumpeting of that Momentum being held and carried
forth by the body consciousness of the Angelic Kingdom and
reinforced by the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light.
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